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Towards secure the multi –cloud using homomorphic encryption scheme Rameshbabu Moruboina, Joseph Raymond [email protected], [email protected] Department of IT, SRM University, Chennai Abstract Social network analysis is increasing rapidly most popular , in academics and in management consulting. To understand the organizations The concept of network has become the metaphor . Academics see the network comet as away to escape from the atomism of traditional social science in which individual behavior—such as adoption of an innovation—is analyzed solely in terms of the attributes of the individual (e.g., openness to change, stake in the outcome, etc.) and not in terms of influence processes interpersonal transmission, , and other relational changables. Management practitioners are interested in network methodology because it provides away to make. Index Terms: Culturally Infused social network (CSIN), Behavior, Network, social network analysis(SNA).



INTRODUCTION:







Online social networks (OSNs) (e.g., Social Network, Twitter) are now among the most popular sites on the Web. An OSN provides a fastest means of establishing social connections and sharing, organizing, and finding content. For example, Social Network presently has over 500 million users. Unlike current file or video sharing systems (e.g., Bit Torrent and YouTube), which are mainly organized around content, OSNs are organized around users. OSN users maintain friendship relations with real world friends or effectual friends, and post their profiles and content such as songs, photos, videos, and news to their personal pages.







Social Network Analysis (SNA) means set of techniques developed to study the structural information contained in social entities’ interactions (e.g., communication and relationships). In Social Networks (SNs), every node represents a social entity (it may be a member, a group of members, or an organization), and edge between two nodes represents an interaction between corresponding entities. Generally, SNs can be used to study many types of interactions between different types of entities. Node does not request videos from neighbors with marked connections A full understanding of the phenomena cannot be obtained by simply “summing” the results obtained from each interaction together. BKBs do not require a full conditional probability table for each random variable and the set of variables it depends on.







Modern social network analysis has been studied for nearly 70 years. Network analysis approaches are attracted a large amount of research interest, and there have been huge computer software tools and methodologies developed to do this analysis. These analysis tools and techniques can analyse SNs and it can provide the insights. However, development of sophisticated social network analysis methods even now also faces a lot of challenges. If we Compare with the great strides made in social network analysis approaches over the years, research into SN construction (i.e., gathering,
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using, and combining data for SNs) has been lagging. SN-based modeling frameworks are built for a specific domain (e.g., geographic, religious, and application specific), which cannot be readily mapped to another domains. After , many complex applications require the combination of multiple SNs across different domains. As a result the problem of effectively handling a mass of social data gathered from multiple domains is one of the pressing problems faced by SNA researchers. 



So to address the issues that are seen in above, we claim here the culture is the key. Culture has been studied and used in large fields and has number of definitions because of varied understandings and different foci of researchers. We consider culture to be large enough to encompass with the all learned notions (including cultural norms, social roles, beliefs, and social customs like respect,usage), sociocultural attributes, and behaviors. Culture provides and as well as also defines the SN structure. Although Infusing cultural influences into social networks can shed light on connections whose relevance would not have been as apparent, or may it have even been missed. Multi games include explicit representation of multi scalar aspects of social systems and incorporation of social aspects such as roles. We demonstrate how to infuse SNs with cultural influence and validate. REALTED WORK:



1) Title : Inside Social Network Analysis Author : Kate Ehrlich1 and Inga Carboni2 Year : 2008 Description : A management consulting firm hopes to win a lucrative contract with a large international financial organization. After weeks of heavy preparation, the team sends off a proposal. Shortly afterthat, they learn that contract was given to a competitor with whom the client had worked earlier. Almost six months later, one of the team members finds out that another group at the management consulting firm had worked on a project with the prospective client and had gained an in-depth knowledge of its business operations. Why, asked the disappointed team member, wasn’t this critical knowledge shared with the team? 2) Title



: Public-Key Cryptosystems Based on Composite Degree Residuosity Classes



Author : J. Stern, Ed., Keith W. Ross Year



: 1999



Description : This paper investigates a novel mathematical problem, namely the Composite Residuosity Class Problem, and its applications(the act o putting) to public-key cryptography. We propose a new type of trapdoor mechanism and derive from this technique three encryption schemes: a trapdoor permutation and two homomorphic probabilistic encryption schemes computationally comparable to RSA. Our cryptosystems, based on th usual estimation arithmetic’s, are provably secure under appropriate assumptions in the standard model. 3) Title



: Protocols for Secure Computations



Author : Stephen P. Borgatti, José Leuis Molina Year



: 2003



Description : In addition to all the usual ethical problems that can arise with any kind of inquiry, network analysis, by their real nature, introduce important ethical problems that should be recognized. This paper explaines some of these problems, distinguishing between problems that come ino existnce in purely academic studies and those that arise in managerial practice settings. In addition, the paper occur the long-term question of whether the use of network analysis for making managerial decisions will make collecting valid network data impossible in the future, mainly harming the academic field of social network research. The paper ends with a short set of principles intended to form the basis for a set of guidelines designed to safeguard participants in social network studies and protect the long term viability of the network research enterprise.



4)
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Title



: Effective and Efficient Methodologies for Social Network Analysis



Author : Long Pan, Eunice E. Santos, Chair Elisa D. Sotelino Yang Cao Ezra Brown Year



: 2007



Description Performing social network analysis (SNA) requires a set of powerful techniques to analyze structural information contained in interactions between social entities. Many SNA technologies and a group of methods have been developed and have successfully provided significant insights for small-scale interactiones. However, these techniques are not suitable for analyzing large social networks, which are real popular and important in various fields and have special structural properties that cannot be obtained from small networks or their analysis. There are multiple issues that need to be further studied in the design of current SNA techniques. Multiple key issues can be embodied in three fundamental and critical challenges: long processing time, so many computational resource necsisty, and network dynamism.



5) Title



: Social network analysis: A methodological introduction



Author : Octavian Catrina, Florian Kerschbaum Year



: 2003



Description : The social network field is an interdisciplinary research programmer which seeks to predict the structure of relationships among social entities, and the impact of said structure on other social phenomena. The substantive elements of this programmed are built around a shared ‘core’ of concepts and methods for the measurement, representation, and analysis of social structure. These techniques (jointly referred to as the methods of social network analysis) are applicable to a wide range of substantive domains, ranging from the analysis of concepts within mental models (Wegner, 1995; Carley, 1997) to the study of war between nations (Wimmer & Min, 2006). For psychologists, social network analysis provides a powerful set of tools for describing and modeling the relational context in which behavior takes place, as well as the relational calcualtions of that behavior. Network methods can also be applied to ‘intrapersonal’ networks such as the above-mentioned association among concepts, as well as developmental phenomena such as the structure of individual life histories (Butts & Pixley, 2004). While a number of introductory references to the field are available (which will be discussed below), the wide range of concepts and methods used can be daunting to the newcomer. Likewise, the rapid pace of change within the field means that many recent developments (particularly in the statistical analysis of network data) are unevenly covered in the standard references.



6) Title



: The Resource Generator: social capital quantification with concrete items



Author : Martin Van Der Gaaga, Tom A.B. Snijdersb Year



: 2004



Description In research on the social capital of individuals, there has been little benchmark of calculational instruments, and more emphasis on calculating social relationships than on social resources. In this paper, we implement two innovations. Firstly a new measurement method: the Resource Generator; an instrument with concretely worded items covering ‘general’ social capital in a population, which connects advantages of earlier techniques. first empirical findings , use, and construction are discussed for a representative sample (N = 1004) of the Dutch population in 1999–2000. Second, we proposed to investigate social capital by latent a touch analysis, and we identify four separately accessed portions of social capital: political and financial skills social capital, personal skills social capital, personal support social capital and prestige and education related social capital,. This illustrats that social capital measurement needs multiple measures, and it cannot be reduced to one total measure of indirectly ‘owned’ resources. Constructing a theory-based Resource Generator is a challenge for different contexts of use, but also recollect meaningful information when investigating the productivity and goal specificity of social capital.
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Title



: Modeling Complex Social Scenarios Using Culturally Infused Social Networks



Author : Eunice E. Santos_, Eugene Santos Jr.y, John T. Wilkinsony, John Korah_, Keumjoo Year



: 2003



Description : Modeling complex real world scenarios require representing and analyzing information from multiple domains including social, economic and political issues. However, most of the current frameworks in social networks are not generic enough to incorporate multi-domain information or to be applied in different scenarios. Current frameworks also make amplifications in other modeling aspects such as incorporating dynamism and providing multi-scale analyses. identifying culture is critical to truly capture the nuances of various social processes. It can also helps to make the framework generic enough to be applied in multiple application domains. We will leverage a novel framework which is called the Culturally Infused Social Network (CISN) to represent culture using probabilistic reasoning networks called Bayesian Knowledge Bases (BKBs), in representations known as cultural fragments. Cultural fragments model the opinions of actors by relating their actions to underlying beliefs and goals. Culturally Infused Social Netorks also supports analysis algorithms to make predictions and provide explanations. We validate Culturally Infused Social Networks by simulating the 2006 Somali conflict involving the Islamic Court Union (ICU). The Somali conflict is a complex scenario requiring deep understanding of myriad factors. We concentrate on analyzing the group stability of ICU, how changing alliance caused conflict issues and led to its ultimate demise. We explains a metric to measure instability in a group, identify critical factors that leads to instability in ICU and provide analyses.



PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: The scope of our project for CISNs is to define mathematical structures and mappings to allow crossover of social information/theories/relations into the computational domain for a generic scenario. It should also be noted that our goal is not to define or identify culture. It is a domain-independent framework that takes into account the inherent uncertainty and incompleteness of cultural data. Our framework will also seamlessly link cultural factors to entity behavior. Since a CISN leverages probabilistic reasoning networks and intent-based behavioral models, it has a rigorous foundation. Because of the varied meaning and significance of culture across domains of social science, we employ a very broad definition of culture and focus on representing culture in a manner relevant to the model, as identified by the SMEs and domain experts. In addition to infusion of culture, the CISN has the capability to model and analyze social processes at multiple scales in social systems STEPS:     



User Interface Design. Creating Social Relationship Culture Analysis Infusing SNS with Culture Infusion II



2.2 MODULE DESCRIPTION: 



User Interface Design



This is the first step of our project. In this module generates the CON (Contact Opportunity Network) that represents the communication aspects that we seek to model in the final CISN. Contacts between entities can be formed in a number of ways, and each way may be represented by an SN. For example, networks representing membership in a club, transportation networks (roads, rails), etc., can be used to calculate contact opportunity in the form of edge weights in the CON. This component consists of algorithms to extract and combine information from multiple networks. 



Creating Social Relationship



This is the second step of our project in this we are going to collecting the all registered user details from database and matching with currently registering user details based upon that we can specifies the some related friends when he his login to our SN. After users in other video sharing websites are driven to watch videos by interests, while in Social Network, the followers of a source node (i.e., video owner) are driven to watch almost all of the source’s videos primarily by social
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relationship, and non-followers watch a certain amount of videos mainly driven by interest (I2). According to these differentiating aspects, here we design the P2P overlay structure. 



Cultural Analysis



This is the second stage of our project in this cultural analysis component generates the IN. The first step in generating the IN (Ideology Network) is to select the relevant cultural fragments for the actors/entities. We do this by using demographic information relevant to the scenario being modeled. For example, if the actor is old and wealthy, then the fragments that represent the cultural information for old and wealthy people should be chosen. The selected fragments are then merged using a process of BKB fusion (described later) to form a single large fragment to represent the actor behavior. We also calculate the weight of the edges between the actor and beliefs/goals/actions nodes by applying the Bayesian updating algorithm on the cultural fragments of the actors. These values are used to calculate the weights of the connections between the actors. 



Infusing SNs with Culture



In this stage Cultural fragments are powerful tools that can provide detailed behavioral information about the actors. By reasoning over the cultural fragments, we can obtain a prediction of their potential behaviors. It may be noted that under the intent model, behavior encompasses not only observable actions but also beliefs and goals. These behavioral insights provide significant clues to help answer the “what,” “how,” and “why” questions of tie formation between individuals. Thus, cultural information can be used to refine SN data sets by strengthening, weakening, or removing existing links (ties) and by bringing to light new and potentially covert ties within the network, which is the major focus of this module. 



Infusion II



Now coming to final stage here we finally, a CISN (Culturally Infused Social Network) is obtained by combining the CCIN with the combined SN. The infused cultural information from the CCIN will help in strengthening the relevant ties, discovery of new relationships, and weakening of the non relevant ties, in the final CISN. It should be pointed out that this methodology is highly scalable due to the strengths of the underlying BKB presentations. Any number of cultural factors or pieces of information in the form of cultural fragments can be included in the model. Our model also allows multiple analysts to work together to build a common model. This is facilitated by the BKB fusion algorithms. Therefore, any cultural fragment created by an analyst can be easily added to the model and analyzed
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The systems architect establishes the basic structure of the system, this we know about that when a node is viewing or downloading a multimedia segment from the server or another peer how sharing it. We did the user login into user window in that it is showing all related friends using that send the friend request adding into his group. We also calculate the weight of the edges between the actor and beliefs/goals/actions nodes by applying the Bayesian updating algorithm on the cultural fragments of the actors. These values are used to calculate the weights of the connections between the actors. Our model also allows multiple analysts to work together to build a common model. This is facilitated by the BKB fusion algorithms. Therefore, any cultural fragment created by an analyst can be easily added to the model and analyzed.



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK: Currently, Social Network Analysis users are often faced with incomplete and skewed SN data sets because of missing cultural elements. In this paper, we present a generic approach that can be used to systematically model cultural influences and infuse them into SNs. We implemented our approach and tested it with two sets of experiments. Based on the analysis of our experimental results, we validated the effectiveness of our approach and demonstrated that infusing SNs with culture is a promising technology to aid SN analysts in identifying significant groups and ties in the face of data overload. In future work the detailed design of each component in our framework will be described.. In the future, we will continue to develop the framework in a plug-and-play fashion and then explore the use of various (and sometimes competing) social theories, both to add rigor to the modeling of an actor’s intent and actions, and to compare and contrast the effects and validity of those theories. Scalability becomes an important issue in real-world scenarios, where numerous actors and large social networks are the norm. We will leverage previous work on parallel/distributed any time anywhere algorithms, to build scalable algorithms for analyzing CISNs. We will also improve the scalability of the CISN model by developing parallel/distributed methodologies for Bayesian reasoning.



REFERENCES : [1] P. J. Carrington, J. Scott, and S. Wasserman, Models and Methods in Social Network Analysis. Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005. [2] C. Kadushin, “Who benefits from network analysis: Ethics of social network research,” Social Netw., vol. 27, no. 2, pp. 139– 153, May 2005. [3] L. C. Freeman, The Development of Social Network Analysis: A Study in the Sociology of Science. Vancouver, Canada: Empirical Press, 2004. [4] E. E. Santos, L. Pan, D. Arendt, and M. Pittkin, “An effective anytime anywhere parallel approach for centrality measurements in social network analysis,” in Proc. IEEE Int. Conf. Syst., Man Cybern., Oct. 2006, vol. 6,pp. 4693–4698. [5] U. Brandes and T. Erlebach, Network Analysis: Methodology Foundations. Berlin, Germany: Springer-Verlag, 2005. [6] S. Wasserman and K. Faust, Social Network Analysis. New York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994. [7] P. Doreian, V. Batagelj, and A. Ferligoj, Generalized Blockmodeling. Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005. [8] M. Van Der Gaag and T. A. B. Snijders, “The resource generator: Social capital quantification with concrete items,” Social Netw., vol. 27, no. 1, pp. 1–29, Jan. 2005. [9] C. McCarty, P. D. Killworth, H. R. Bernard, E. C. Johnsen, and G. A. Shelley, “Comparing two methods for estimating network size,” Hum. Org., vol. 60, no. 1, pp. 28–39, Spring 2001. [10] E. E. Santos, E. Santos, Jr., L. Pan, and J. T. Wilkinson, “Culturally infused social network analysis,” in Proc. Int. Conf. Artif. Intell., 2008, pp. 449–455.
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